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Fall is one of my favorite times of the year. I truly
enjoy the beautiful colors of the foliage, the high blue
October skies, farmers working the harvest and the
crisp autumn air that is perfect for an old pair of
jeans and a comfortable sweatshirt. Before Fall gets
away, take time to enjoy this beautiful season: visit
an apple orchard, take-in a college football game, or
seek-out a beautiful spot to view the brilliant colors
that brighten our landscape. The Fall season has so
much to offer, so grab a sweatshirt and let’s go enjoy
it!

PATIENT SPOTLIGHT
Elizabeth Arnold

Clark & Associates patient Elizabeth Arnold continues
to defy all medical odds. Her mother, Dawn Arnold
calls her 'my medical miracle.'
With help from Clark & Associates Prosthetics and
Orthotics, the braces are her lifeline so she can live
the life she wants. Her mother advises all who may be
challenged like Elizabeth is, to continue to ask
questions, do your own research, and don't think that
things are impossible. Have patience, because there
isn't a playbook for you. Find someone who is willing
to listen to you. Check out her story here.

TRIVIA QUESTIONS?
1. This C&A Practitioner attended the 1976 Olympics
2. Many years ago, this C&A team member worked thousands of feet in the air for Eastern Airlines.
3. What C&A team member holds a degree in elementary education and was awarded outstanding
student of the year at her college?
4. The word prosthetic is Greek and when translated into English means

?

5. With regard to amputations, what percent of all amputations are performed on males vs females?

Covering Patient Bracing Needs from Head to Toe
Tayco Brace

STARband by Ortho America

Clark & Associates believes in empowering mobility
for people recovering from injury and that’s why we
are proud to offer products from Tayco.

STARband is the most prescribed cranial remolding
orthosis in the world, and is used by the orthotists
and prosthetic practitioners at Clark & Associates.

TayCo Brace’s first product, the TayCo External
Athletic Ankle Brace, was invented by Mike Bean, an
athletic trainer at Nortre Dame, and renowned
orthopedic surgeon Dr. Frederick J. Ferlic. Their goal
was to improve the lives of anyone who has
experienced an ankle injury.

Deformational Plagiocephaly (also known as Flat
Head Syndrome) is an abnormal shape of a baby’s
head caused by external forces. The baby’s head
may appear to be misshapen or asymmetrical
immediately after birth, or the abnormal shape may
become noticeable in the first few months of life.

Movement is medicine, and we are all athlete’s in
our own way. Your sport could be played on the
gridiron, the diamond, the factory, or the backyard.

C&A's health care professionals maintain high
standards of continuing education through national
certifying bodies, and many have specialized
pediatric orthotic practices. These practitioners
bring value to the orthotic treatment program with a
strong background in anatomy, biomechanics,
material science, and patient care. They work closely
with other craniofacial team members to help your
baby achieve optimal correction and results with
helmet therapy.

TayCo’s goal is to get anyone with an ankle injury
back in to their sport as quickly as possible after an
injury.

TRIVIA ANSWERS
1. Dean Sturch - CO, Waterloo
2. Tina Vondran – Administrative Assistant,

Please write a Google review
Sign into Google Maps, search for Clark & Associates in
the city you use, click Google Reviews, and then rate
and write a review.

Dubuque
3. Lisa Moore – Administrative Assistant,
Cedar Rapids
4. Addition – which is appropriate considering
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a limb or limb segment is added to the
body
5. 74% male, 26% female

Want to read more articles like this? Sign up for our
electronic newsletter by emailing
CRemmert@clarkpo.com

